FLIR HS-307 THERMAL HAND HELD

FLIR’s HS-Series Hand-held Thermal Imaging Cameras let law enforcement officers see clearly in total darkness, providing an undeniable tactical advantage. Using the same technology as airborne law enforcement units, HS-Series gives officers the information they need to make quick decisions, enhancing mission effectiveness, maximizing operational capabilities, and improving officer safety.

The HS-307 has a 65mm objective lens, and is available in either Patrol or Command. The Patrol has the following features: shuttered eyepiece (keeps light from coming out of the viewfinder), rugged all-weather design, “hot shoe” attachment (provides power-in and video-out connections while maintaining tripod capability), rechargeable batteries with six hours of operation, and 2X E-zoom.

Upgrade to the Command, which comes with all of the features of the Patrol plus the following: radio frequency transmitter (enables the transmission of thermal images up to 30’ through the use of the optional wireless video receiver), SD Card Slot for capture of images and video evidence, USB2 connection for rapid transfer of images and video to a computer, and tactical carrying pouch. The HS-307 is available through GSA Advantage.

SPECIFICATIONS

- Battery Type/Life: 4 AA Batteries/5+ Hours
- Resolution: 320x240
- Frame Rate: 7.5 or 30 Hz
- Magnification: 1X (2X E-Zoom)
- Field of View: 24X18
- Polarity Control: White Hot/Black Hot
- Detection Range: 1443 Yds (1320M)-Man
- Recognition Range: 372 Yds (340M)-Man
- Objective Lens: 65MM
- Weight: 23 Oz (658 G)
- Dimensions: 6.7” X 2.3” X 2.4”

FEATURES

- White Hot/Black Hot
- Patrol or Command
- Fast Start-up Time: <5 seconds
- “Hot Shoe” Attachment for Charging and Video output
- 1 Year/Refer To Flir Registration Warranty

Specifications subject to change without notice. Export of the commodities described herein is strictly prohibited without a valid export license issued by the U.S. Department of State Office of Defense Trade Controls prescribed in the International Traffic in Arms Regulation (ITAR), Title 22, Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 120-130. Approved for public release under International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) 22CFR 120.11